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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Morphological analysis is an important task for the natu-
ral language processing of Korean. Korean morphological 
analysis is difficult not only in part of speech (POS) tag-
ging but also in morphological separation and restoration 
[1]. Recently, an end‐to‐end Korean morphological analy-
sis method using a sequence‐to‐sequence model [2,3] was 
proposed [4]. The sequence‐to‐sequence model encodes an 
input sequence using a recurrent neural network (RNN) that 
processes a sequence and subsequently decodes the encoded 
information using another RNN to generate an output se-
quence. Using this model, morphological analysis models 
without complicated feature designs can be created using 
morphological analysis training data. In addition, to ensure 

the high performance of the sequence‐to‐sequence model, 
an attention mechanism [5] has been proposed to calculate 
the information required each time when decoding the input 
sequence. In addition, a study of copying mechanisms [6] 
to copy input words to the output sequence has suggested 
a method to improve the performance of Korean morpho-
logical analysis based on its characteristics, which mostly 
appears in the output sequence of input words [4]. However, 
the addition of these techniques introduces a time complexity 
of O(n2) into the sequence‐to‐sequence model, where n is 
the length of the input sequence. In Korean morphological 
analysis, the alignment of the input sequence to the output 
sequence is observed to be monotonic and most operations 
are unnecessary. Therefore, in this study, we propose a 
Korean morphological analysis method using an attention 
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For Korean language processing, morphological analysis is a critical component that 
requires extensive work. This morphological analysis can be conducted in an end‐
to‐end manner without requiring a complicated feature design using a sequence‐to‐
sequence model. However, the sequence‐to‐sequence model has a time complexity 
of O(n2) for an input length n when using the attention mechanism technique for 
high performance. In this study, we propose a linear‐time Korean morphological 
analysis model using a local monotonic attention mechanism relying on monotonic 
alignment, which is a characteristic of Korean morphological analysis. The proposed 
model indicates an extreme improvement in a single threaded environment and a 
high morphometric F1‐measure even for a hard attention model with the elimination 
of the attention mechanism formula.
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mechanism, a copying mechanism, and a local attention 
mechanism to reduce unnecessary operations. We propose an 
action‐based local monotonic attention mechanism that pre-
dicts where the position information should be concentrated 
by considering the monotonic relationship between the input 
and output sequence. Additionally, we use a hard monotonic 
attention mechanism that removes the attention mechanism 
formula, thus improving the morphological analysis speed 
through the sequence‐to‐sequence model.

2 |  RELATED WORK

Traditional Korean morphological analysis was performed 
using three methods: morpheme separation, POS tagging, 
and morphological restoration. In morpheme separation, 
a dictionary‐based method and a pre‐designed linguistic 
rule‐based method are used to divide the phrases sepa-
rated by Korean word spacing into morphemes, which 
are the minimal semantic units. In POS tagging, various 
machine learning methods are used to approach the prob-
lem of sequence labeling to attach the parts of speech of 
separate morphemes. Morpheme restoration has mainly 
used a dictionary‐based method to restore a modified mor-
pheme to its original form according to the rules of Korean 
 agglutination [7,8].

Recently, end‐to‐end processing techniques have been 
studied by converting morphological analysis into the se-
quence generation problem by examining the sequence‐
to‐sequence model [4]. Table 1 displays an example of 
end‐to‐end morphological analysis using a sequence‐to‐
sequence model. A sentence divided into syllable units is 
entered into the model, and a sentence is generated with 

morpheme separation, POS tagging, and completed mor-
phological restoration in syllable units. In this case, “<sp>” 
represents the spacing information, and the output of the 
model is combined to yield the final result of the morpho-
logical analysis. The sequence‐to‐sequence model encodes 
the input sequence using different RNNs and subsequently 
decodes the encoded information to generate a new output 
sequence. However, a drawback of this model is that fixed 
encoding information is used for decoding. An attention 
mechanism [5] solves this problem by providing another 
neural network structure to obtain the score alignment of 
the input sequence during every decoding. However, it com-
putes copious lengths of the input sequence during each 
decoding and can occasionally include unnecessary opera-
tions. In Ref. [9], a local attention mechanism was proposed 
to reduce unnecessary operations, and it was applied to ma-
chine translation work, where attention alignment is con-
centrated on a specific area. However, this method is unable 
to predict the position on which to concentrate. In Ref. [10], 
a hard attention mechanism was applied using an action to 
shift the focus to the morphological inflection generation 
task with monotonic alignment.

The main contributions of our work are as follows:

• We propose a Korean morphological analysis model with 
linear‐time complexity by applying an action‐based local 
monotonic attention mechanism.

• The local monotonic attention mechanism is applied to the 
copying mechanism as well as the attention mechanism of 
the sequence‐to‐sequence model to ensure high performance.

• We propose a local soft monotonic attention model for 
Korean morphological analysis and compare it with the 
hard monotonic attention model from [10].

T A B L E  1  Example of Korean morphological analysis using the sequence‐to‐sequence model

Input sentence

Model input

Model output

Morphological analysis result
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3 |  LINEAR‐TIME END‐TO‐
END KOREAN MORPHOLOGICAL 
ANALYSIS

3.1 | Action‐based local monotonic attention 
mechanism
In this section, we introduce a local attention mechanism 
using the action modified from the model proposed in Ref. 
[10]. First, “<step>” is added to the output word dictionary 
of the sequence‐to‐sequence model for morphological anal-
ysis. This “<step>” is an action to change the position on 
which to concentrate. It is assumed that the task is a mono-
tonic alignment relation. When one decoded output word 
is “<step>,” the previously focused position is moved to 
the next word. The output of the model (y'1:k in Figure 1) is 
transformed into the final output (y1:k in Figure 1) without 
“<step>.”

The sequence‐to‐sequence model for Korean morpholog-
ical analysis uses the same model as [4] with the following 
formula:

The encoder uses a bidirectional gated recurrent unit (biGRU) 
and encodes the input sequence X=

{
x1,… , xT

}
 to create a hid-

den state sequence {
↔

h1,… ,
↔

hT}. The decoder subsequently uses 
the attention mechanism and copying mechanism applied by [4] 
to generate the output sequence. At this point, the position infor-
mation pt for the local attention mechanism is given by

In (2), t is the decoding time, and pt is updated at each 
decoding time. The decoder model uses the attention mech-
anism and copying mechanism by applying the following 
equation and using the position pt to be concentrated on.

The attention mechanism computes the context vector ct 
at time t by computing only the range of (3) in the input se-
quence. The score function is the score on which the attention 
mechanism should focus, 

↔

hi is the hidden state of the encoder, 
and h1t and h2t are the hidden states of the decoder ((7) and 
(8)). In this case, d is the window size for calculating the at-
tention mechanism from the position to concentrate on, and 
the hard attention mechanism of (6) is d = 0.

(1){
↔

h1, … ,
↔

hT}=biGRU
(
x1, … , xT

)
.

(2)pt =

⎧
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0, if t=0,

pt−1+1, if yt−1 =
�
< step>� ,

pt−1, otherwise.

(3)
(
pt −d

)
≤ i≤

(
pt +d

)
,

(4)et
i
= score(yt−1, h1t, h2t,

↔

hi),

(5)at
i
=

exp
�
et

i

�
∑pt+d

pt−d
exp

�
et

j

� ,

(6)ct =
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∑
i

at
i

↔

hi soft,

↔

hpt
hard.

(7)h1t =GRUdecoder

(
Etgt

(
yt−1

)
, ct, h1t−1, h2t−1

)
,

(8)h2t =ReLU
(
Wf h1t +bf

)
,

(9)

st = softmax
(
Wy,h1h1t +Wy,h2h2t +Wy,yEtgt

(
yt−1

)
+Wy,cct +by

)
,

(10)et
copyi

= tanh (Wcopy

↔

hi)×h1t,

(11)
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�
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F I G U R E  1  Example of action‐based Korean morphological 
analysis
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The copying mechanism calculates the scored copies of 
the input words at decoding time t, as in (4) of the attention 
mechanism. In (9), (10), and (11), st is the output score before 
the copying mechanism is applied.

3.2 | Data conversion for the training model
To apply the action‐based local attention mechanism pro-
posed herein to morphological analysis, the “<step>” 
action is required to be in the correct output sequence of 
training data. However, adding the “<step>” action by pre-
dicting the attention alignment that unsupervised learning 
would yield is difficult. Therefore, we used a global at-
tention model [4]. First, the attention weights are obtained 
by inputting training sentences into the global attention 
model. At this time, the input of the decoder is not the 
output word of the previous instance but the correct word. 
Next, we assume that the position of the highest weight 
among the attention weights obtained is to be concentrated 
in the input sentence. This position is different for each de-
coding time instance. The position of the current decoding 
time is compared with the position of the previous decod-
ing time to obtain an increment. Next, we create new train-
ing data by adding a “<step>” action between the previous 
output word and the current output word using an incre-
ment. At this instance, it is assumed that the position does 
not decrease because the actions only serve to increase the 
position.

In the newly converted training data, there is a “<step>” 
action in the output sentence. Our proposed model learns to 
generate an output sentence containing the “<step>” action, 
and the local attention mechanism of the model learns by 
changing the position based on the correct “<step>” action.

4 |  EXPERIMENTS

We used Sejong Korean morphological analysis data to evaluate 
our proposed model. The total data included 97,410 words, and 
the learning, development, and evaluation datasets were 88,225, 
1,000, and 8,185 sentences, respectively. The sequence‐to‐se-
quence model for morphological analysis was designed as done 
in [4], source embedding was 200 dimensions, and all hidden 

layers had 1,000 dimensions. The window size d of the local 
attention mechanism was specified as {1, 2, 3}. The beam size 
of the beam search for high performance of the sequence‐to‐se-
quence model was fixed at 10. The training data of the proposed 
local soft attention model and the hard monotonic model were 
converted using the trained global attention model.

Table 2 displays the morphological analysis performance 
of the proposed model. The global attention mechanism model 
(Global + copying in Table 2) performed best, with 96.97% of 
the morphometric F1‐measure for the test set, and the local atten-
tion mechanism model (Table 2, local soft + copying) showed 
a performance decrease of 0.84%–1.77%. However, in the case 
of the hard monotonic + copying model (d = 0) that removes 
the attention mechanism formula from the local soft + copying 
model and uses only one input word, this method seems to use 
only relevant information in Korean morphological analysis.

To confirm the improvement of the speed performance 
of the proposed local attention mechanism, a single‐threaded 
CPU (Intel (R) Core (TM) i7‐6700 CPU @ 3.40 GHz) that 
cannot use the GPU environment (NVIDIA GTX 1070) was 
used to measure speed.

Table 3 shows the execution time results for each model. 
The execution time of each model was measured by ran-
domly extracting 10 sentences from the test set. The local 
soft  +  copying model demonstrated a 6.79×  improvement 
in speed in the single‐threaded CPU environment over the 
global + copying model, although it was rather slow in the 
GPU environment due to the output sequence length being 
increased by 63% through the addition of the “<step>” action 
to the output word dictionary. In addition, at the pure decoder 

T A B L E  2  Comparison of morphological F1‐measures in terms 
of the models

  Dev Test

Global 97.50 96.80

Global + copying 97.64 96.97

Local soft (d = 1) + copying 95.77 95.49

Local soft (d = 2) + copying 96.40 96.13

Local soft (d = 3) + copying 95.52 95.20

Hard monotonic + copying 95.79 95.34

 
Output length (aver-
age syllable) CPU (s/sent) GPU (s/sent)

Input length (average syllable): 73.5

Global + copying 115.6 234.27 2.65

Local soft (d = 1) + copying 187.8 34.45 2.95

Local soft (d = 2) + copying 188.9 34.48 2.88

Local soft (d = 3) + copying 187.4 52.95 3.10

Hard monotonic + copying 187.6 19.72 1.93

T A B L E  3  Average data length and 
execution time in CPU, GPU environments
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speed, there was a speed improvement of approximately 50% 
on the GPU. In the GPU environment, the difference in im-
plementation of the attention mechanism seems to be due to 
the processing of the input sequence score alignment calcu-
lated at each decoding time instance in the form of a matrix 
operation. However, in an environment where the GPU can-
not be used, it can be expected to increase the effective speed.

Figure 2 shows an example of Korean morphological 
analysis using a sequence‐to‐sequence model. Figure 2A 
shows the alignment of the global model, indicating that 
some input contextual context information is used in mor-
phological analysis. Figure 2B and 2C show the soft attention 
(d = 2) and alignment of the hard attention model of the local 
model. The “<step>” action, which moves the focus position 

F I G U R E  2  Example of Korean morphological analysis alignment: (A) Global model, (B) soft attention model, and (C) hard attention model
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information, works excellently and focuses on the position 
similar to the global model. The hard attention model with 
the limit of the context window is also well focused, indi-
cating that the model is efficient for morphological analysis.

Figure 3 shows the amount of time spent by the input sen-
tence length when processing the development set data in the 
CPU (Figure 3A) and GPU (Figure 3B) environments. As 
displayed, the global model has a nonlinear time complex-
ity with respect to the length of the input sentence, but it is 
found that the proposed model, local (d = 2), has linear time 
complexity. Compared to the GPU environment, the speed 
difference is less in the CPU environment. However, as the 
length of the input sentence increases, the global model still 
has nonlinear time complexity.

5 |  CONCLUSION

In this study, we propose a linear‐time Korean morphologi-
cal analysis model using an action‐based local monotonic 
attention mechanism using the monotonic alignment charac-
teristic of morphological analysis. The experimental results 
demonstrate that the performance of the local model drops by 
0.84%–1.77% compared to the global model. The hard atten-
tion mechanism model with the attention mechanism formula 

removed shows a performance drop of 1.72%, minimizing 
and dramatically improving speed. However, all proposed 
models have the disadvantage that the output sequence length 
is increased by adding a “<step>” action to it. In [11], a 
monotonic attention model that separated the action selector 
was proposed. This model was able to train end‐to‐end with-
out the help of the trained global attention model. In future 
research, we aim to study on reducing the length of the output 
sequence effectively by processing the position information 
to be concentrated on in parallel.
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